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UFOproject 
Please take time to check the hypertext link to get an idea 
to what I am referring to.  

“The voyager golden record” is received by the Aliens,  
and their message is clear ; „it`s urgent that you (people 
of planet earth) lift up your communication to the next 
step (Connexion). As you are excited to explore the 
unknown, find the excitement in  re connecting with 
yourselves, with the known. Reach what is reachable, 
EARTH!“
 
The UFO Attack Project, is a series of multidisciplinary  
art events, a series of artistic projects that will be 
presented in different countries around the world and 
filmed to be presented later as Visually interactive, 
educational and fictional movie for smartphones. Our 
aesthetic reference, is the Voyager Golden record by 
NASA. The UFOproject has a dramatic ligne; Alert, 
Remind, Reconcile, Connect, Assembly.
 Because abstraction helps in dealing with diversity and 
complexity, We are using the schematic presentation 
of the human culture, the cryptic ways of the human 
communication, the melody in the variation of the human 
voices.  We are using the abstraction of our biological 
and cultural differences, to give a space for a new 
reflexivity about our identities, a new perspectives to our 
different pasts and to our common future as well.
 Our aim in the UFO project is challenging Orientalism 
as the Occidentalism, racism and cultural prejudice by 
considering the other from the other side on the earth as 
an Alien who trying to connect.

Form
UFO project is a Visually interactive, educational and fictional movie for smartphones.
The UFO project is a movie with layers that you can access to each layer ,separately, while watching.
In each sequence in the movie there are a graphically integrated black holes that bring to other layers in the 
movie. The first layer is the thriller/science fiction movie. The Second layer is the storyboard of the movie 
with links to a selected  educational youtube videos/channels related to the topics of the movie.
The third layer present the structure of the movie with links to the artistic and scientific references to read.

Content
Astrophysics, Biology, Positive philosophy

The Plan
• The UFO attacks ten countries from the five continents.
• The UFO attacks with a series of ten art-urban-installations.
• An international collective of artists from different cultures they will work together to realise the  

UFO project.
• All the content of the movie will be translated to ten informal languages from ten countries.

The Story line
The UFO install their machines everywhere, and they take over the cities. An entity it sent to get an intimate 
look on people in the streets. The entity is an image distortion that evaluate  from a picture noise to an 
transparent high quality view. The Perspective of the the entity also evaluate from the the view of an infant to 
the first analogue camera to the view of the latest HD camera. The perspective of the individuals to the entity 
will also evaluate from fear to intimacy to a complete fusion with the entity.



Step 1
Field:   (Sky)
Mission:  Manage perceptions.
Vehicle:  Flying mirrors
Limb:   Mystical news
 
Looking at your reflection in the mirror above you, 
surrounded by strangers who have the same look 
of excitement on their faces ... these spaces invaders 
are saving a picture in your mind, the reflection of 
a fleeting and unrepeatable moment with the crowd. 
Make people aware that we are not alone.







Step 2
Field:   (Roads)
Mission:  Obtain control. 
Vehicle:  Alien broadcast 
Limb:   Trippy bus
 
While waiting in their cars to pass a toll gate going  
from one city or one country to another. Remind  
people that we are still on  earth anyway! you are  
people just like the people on the other side, using  
their right to travel, as anyone should be able to do.







Step 3
Field:   (public spaces)
Mission:  Establish a network.
Vehicle:  Airdrop drone. 
Limb:   Umbilical cordes
 
Taking sounds from one culture and presenting them in 
the public spaces of another culture , A sound ball  
that plays music, a song,  a phonecall with a family or 
lover, strangers talking, laughing, telling their  
personal stories in an incomprehensible language...  
or simply a sound from a quiet evening at home...   
To help people connect on an emotional level is the  
airdrop drone’s humanitarian mission. 









Step 4
Field:   (Public institutions )
Mission:  Communicate the programme.
Vehicle:  Recycle machines 
Limb:   Womb Office
 
Help people reconcile with themselves, their environ-
ment, and their past. The recycling machines are  
used to neutralise the non fictional heritage in the  
national history of both countries. Collect the  
heavy data and recycle it into a temporary air bubble.  
The machines are manipulated by the dancer allies.
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Step 5
Field:   (conventional art spaces) 
Mission:  change the  perspectives.
Vehicle:   the space time Show
Limb:   TV Glitches
 
Two separate storylines,  two dramas, Different spaces 
and topics, with different foreign languages, one  
show played by a group of performers from  two coun-
tries, both dramas happening at the same time and  
on the same stage. Assemble  people and show them how 
our lives can  interact  at a distance, how connection  
between them could be faster than light.
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